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International Development Assistance and the BRICS (Governing China in the 21st Century)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book aims to bring together a series of analyses on international development assistance in the BRICS, the group of countries that includes Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. The BRICS states comprise approximately 3 billion people (~40% of the World’s population) and in terms of GDP account for 16.8 trillion...
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Improving the Quality of ABAP Code: Striving for PerfectionApress, 2021

	In 2015, the American SAP Users Group (ASUG) wanted my opinion on a new survey that had been put out by a company called CAST, which had analyzed about 70 large custom ABAP applications from organizations all across the United States and Europe and come to the conclusion that all that custom code was a load of old baloney, ludicrous, rubbish,...
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Linux All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
8 books in 1— your key to success with Linux!
   

   Your one-stop guide to working with various Linux distributions   

   Linux is hot! It's cost-effective, secure, and comes in a lot of varieties. And with this book to walk you through it, choosing and using a Linux distribution is...
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The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and Services, Second Editionbuilds on the success of the previous best-selling edition, providing comprehensive coverage of IMS – its concepts, architecture, protocols and functionalities with a wealth of new and updated material. Mobile telephony with the current technology has been hugely...
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Principles of Model CheckingMIT Press, 2008
Our growing dependence on increasingly complex computer and software systems necessitates the development of formalisms, techniques, and tools for assessing functional properties of these systems. One such technique that has emerged in the last twenty years is model checking, which systematically (and automatically) checks whether a model of a...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting platform


	With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise, and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL...
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Municipal Solid Waste Incinerator Residues (Studies in Environmental Science)Elsevier Limited, 1997


	The International Ash Working Group (IAWG) was established in 1989 to conduct an

	in-depth review of the existing scientific data and develop a state-of-knowledge treatise

	on MSW incinerator residue characterisation, disposal, treatment and utilisation. The

	topics of operator and worker health and safety, and health risk assessment...
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Drawing the Line: Art Therapy with the Difficult ClientJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This resourceful guide presents art therapy techniques for difficult clients where the typical therapist-client interaction can often be distant, demanding, and frustrating. Offering practical and theoretical information from a wide variety of treatment populations and diagnostic categories; and incorporating individual, group, and family therapy...
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Knowledge Discovery in Bioinformatics: Techniques, Methods, and Applications (Wiley Series in Bioinformatics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Wiley Series on Bioinformatics: Computational Techniques and Engineering
Discover how data mining is fueling new discoveries in bioinformatics    

As the field of bioinformatics continues to flourish, producing enormous amounts of new data, the need for sophisticated methods of data mining to better manage and extract meaning from...
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Information Retrieval for Music and MotionSpringer, 2007
A general scenario that has attracted a lot of attention for multimedia information retrieval is based on the query-by-example paradigm: retrieve all documents from a database containing parts or aspects similar to a given data fragment. However, multimedia objects, even though they are similar from a structural or semantic viewpoint, often reveal...
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Handbook of Software Quality AssuranceArtech House Publishers, 2007
The industry's top guide to software quality -- completely updated!
 Practical techniques for mission-critical and commercial software.  

 Build a great software quality organization.  

 Prepare for ASQ Software Quality Engineer Certification.  

 Software quality assurance has never been more challenging -- nor more...
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Applied SOA: Service-Oriented Architecture and Design StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You need more than theory to make SOA work.
    You need this practical guide.    

    The challenge today's IT professionals face is not how to build a service. It's how to build a quality service, based on solid design principles and integrated into an architecture that enhances overall business...
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